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Abstract. In this article, we describe a newly-invented chess variant
called Switch-Side Chain-Chess that is demonstrably more challenging
for humans and computers than the standard, international version of
the game. A new rule states that players have the choice to switch sides
with each other if a continuous link of pieces is created on the board.
This simple rule increases significantly the complexity of chess, as perceived by the players, but not the actual size of its game tree. The new
variant therefore more easily allows board game researchers to focus on
the ‘higher level’ aspects of intelligence such as perception and intuition
without being constrained by a larger search space as they would be if
using a game like Go or Arimaa. They can also immediately build upon
the tried and tested approaches already being used in strong chess engines instead of having to start from scratch or a lower level of progress
as is the case with other games of this type.
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Introduction

Chess variants may vary from the standard game in terms of factors like the
types of pieces used, the shape and size of the board, and particularly the rules
[1, 2]. The following provides a succinct description.
”Chess variants comprise a family of strategy board games that are related to, inspired by, or similar enough to the game we today call Chess.
The game we commonly know today was based on earlier games, most
immediately the Arabian game of Shatranj, itself descended from the Indian game of Chaturanga. Besides its direct ancestors, Chess has many
cousins, the most popular being Shogi (in Japan), Xiangqi (in China),
and Janggi (in Korea). The modern game of Chess has also inspired
countless variants. Some have been created by Chess champions seeking
new challenges. Some have been created by entrepreneurs who have provided commercial sets. Some have been created for fairy Chess problems
without any intent of actually playing them. And most have been designed by creative people who like to try out new pieces, new rules, or
new ideas.” [2]
J.C. Anacleto et al. (Eds.): ICEC 2013, LNCS 8215, pp. 9–16, 2013.
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Our purpose was to challenge the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) with a
new Drosophila [3]. One of the problems with standard chess AI today is that
computers are already able to play it well enough using eﬃcient search techniques
and well-designed heuristics. This has lead to the intensiﬁed study of board
games with greater search spaces (i.e. the size of the game tree) such as Go and
Arimaa in the hope that designing computer programs to play them as well as
the best human players will lead to more advances in AI [4, 5]. Even so, many of
the techniques that have worked for chess seem to also work well for these games
[4]. Research into chess and computer chess has, in fact, yielded many beneﬁts
related to various ﬁelds such as molecular computing [6, 7], automated theorem
proving [8], computer music composition [9], machine reading [10], cognitive
development [11], the education of children [12, 13] and medicine, speciﬁcally
with regard to Alzheimer’s disease [14-16].
It is therefore not inconceivable that the right chess variant could be just
as beneﬁcial, if not more; and not only to AI. The advantage of our proposed
variant, Switch-Side Chain-Chess (SSCC)1 over more complex games and other
chess variants is that it increases the human-perceived complexity without increasing the size of the original game’s tree. This encourages the development
of more sophisticated AI without the computational burden of a greater search
space. In the following section, we explain the new rule of SSCC in some detail.
In section 3, we discuss and illustrate with examples the impact and signiﬁcance
of the new variant in contrast to the standard game. We conclude in section 4
with some suggestions for further work.

2

The New Rule

In SSCC, the additional rule is simply that when a ‘chain’ or a link of pieces is
formed on the board by the piece that moved last – enclosing at least two empty
adjacent squares – the player has the right to switch armies with his opponent.
Fig. 1 shows example conﬁgurations of chains. In (a), taken from a real game,
the white knight has just moved from the g6 square to e7, delivering check on
the enemy king. The knight creates the chain g5-h6-h7-g8-f7-e7-f6-g5 and now
the player in control of the white army has the right to switch sides with the
opponent, if so desired. The turn is then Black’s, regardless of whom is now in
control of that army. In this particular case, there is a double check created and
therefore the enemy king must move.
Since the king is unable to create a new chain in the process in order to switch
back, it may not make much sense for White to switch in the ﬁrst place. In (b), a
constructed position, it is shown how two empty squares diagonally adjacent may
constitute a valid chain as well. Logically, with fewer than 6 pieces on the board,
SSCC reverts back into the standard version’s endgame. We could not ﬁnd this
particular concept of a chain in any existing variant. The simple addition of a new
rule in SSCC introduces levels of complexity beyond the standard game without
1
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Fig. 1. Chains in the new variant

aﬀecting the size of the original game’s tree. It can be played on any standard
chess set but a board that allows for easy rotation – or used in conjunction with
a turntable device – would be preferable.

3

Increased Human-Perceived Complexity

If a computer program could play SSCC well, it would ﬁrst need to include all the
heuristics that work for standard chess (every chess game is an SSCC game) but
also additional heuristics that deal with the complexities of 1) chain detection on
the board, and 2) deciding whether or not to switch sides. First let us consider the
standard game’s tree and see why switching sides does not aﬀect it. Consider the
game tree of tic-tac-toe shown in Fig. 22 as a small-scale example.
If we consider ‘X’ to be the player in control of the white pieces and ‘0’ to be
the player in control of the black pieces, at any point, if a chain formed on the
board and the players switched sides, the tree itself would be unaﬀected; i.e. no
additional positions or nodes would be created. The switch is analogous to the
players simply exchanging seats with each other. While this does not aﬀect the
‘physical’ game tree, the players themselves are faced with additional challenges.
It is interesting to note that, computationally, an implementation using a larger
game tree is possible – e.g. by mapping player identity to piece color or treating
the decision to switch as an extra ‘move’ – but this is not a necessity as the
standard ‘minimax’ decision rule usually employed can be simply inverted at
the appropriate time. This is the reason why a single computer chess engine can
easily play a fair and unbiased game against itself.
2
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Fig. 2. The typical game tree structure

Experienced SSCC players, for instance (there are none at present), might
ﬁnd the variant easier than standard chess because they are particularly good at
pattern recognition and exploiting opportunities on the board related to switching sides. Experienced standard chess players might ﬁnd it much more diﬃcult
because they are simply not used to the new rule. Therefore, at this time, we
can rely only on the logical argument that SSCC demands more from players.
Computationally, the diﬃculties become more evident. A computer program requires heuristics that make chain detection both thorough and eﬃcient. Even
with knowledge of graph theory, there is no easy way for a computer to ‘see’ a
SSCC chain (they can take many forms on the board) without repeatedly examining virtually every piece in a position and its surrounding squares since every
piece is potentially the starting and ending vertex.
If one extends this concept to the millions of positions analyzed at every
move, chain detection alone becomes too resource intensive. Here lies the ﬁrst
main challenge to gaming AI that will not lend itself easily to a brute-force
solution. It may be acceptable for a human to miss certain chains but a computer
must always be ‘aware’ of all possible chains to prevent the human player from
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cheating, or simply being able to proceed legally with a switch. Let us say that
this ﬁrst main challenge is met. The computer is then faced with the second
main challenge in having to decide whether or not to switch sides. Earlier, it
was mentioned that the minimax decision rule used in standard chess can be
inverted should a chain be formed.
This means that, should a candidate move by the computer create a chain (and
switching becomes possible), the computer should now consider the perspective
of the opponent since it could assume immediate control of his army. But is
this suﬃcient to play SSCC well? We developed a rudimentary prototype SSCC
program using this inverted minimax or ‘iminimax’ decision rule and tested it
informally against a few average chess players. Due to an inability to detect
chains correctly and eﬃciently enough, the program played at a very poor level.
However, even if it could detect chains well, what sort of switching heuristics
would bring it to the ‘world class’ level? Consider the position shown in Fig. 3
which was taken from a real SSCC game between the author and his research
assistant.
Why is Bf7 a critical mistake when, in standard chess, it looks perfectly sound
compared to the Kd8 alternative? The following analysis – which was performed
after the game – perhaps illustrates how complicated SSCC can get. The reader,
with the aid of a chessboard and the information in section 2, might like to determine the best sequence of moves before looking at the analysis. ‘(S)’ indicates
the presence of a chain and the decision to switch. Where the chain is not easily
apparent, it is included.
1. Qh5+ Bf7? 2. Qh6 (S) Bh5 (S, this also removes the bishop as a
defensive piece along the line and sets it up for capture by the queen)
3. Nxg5 (S, probably the only move that creates a valid chain in this
position) Qd8 (S, removing the d8 escape square of the king) 4. h4 (S,
again probably the only chain move) Nd7 (S, removes the last escape
square) 5. Qxh5#
Alternatively, if 3. . . . Qd8 was missed and 3. . . . Qg4 played instead,
4. f4 (S, f4-g4-h5-h6-h7-g8-f8-e7-f6-g5-f4) Nd7 (S) 5. Bh3 (S, h3-g4-h5h6-h7-g8-f8-e7-f6-g5-f4-g3-h3; 5. Bf3 also works) Rd8 (S) 6. Bxg4 (S)
c6 (S) 7. Qxh5# (5. Bxh5# also works and creates another chain but
it is unnecessary at this point )
The basic idea here is that once a player is able to switch and gains control of the opponent’s army, he can ‘set him up’ to lose as long as a sequence
of chains can be guaranteed to lead to checkmate. It should be clear from the
above example that this is not always easy to do. What combination of new
heuristics and associated ‘weights’ would work well in SSCC? The act of switching sides goes completely against the progressive build-up of material (usually
measured in ‘pawn units’) that chess engines generally rely on. When should the
computer ‘gamble’ all that has been gained, on a switch? Human players would
typically use intuition and other subtle factors in conjunction with their patternrecognition abilities to decide. In short, SSCC appears to combine the zero-sum
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Fig. 3. Qh5 + and black replies with the critical mistake of Bf7. Why?
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perfect-information nature of standard chess with some amount of chance or unpredictability [17] (will there be an opportunity to switch back somewhere down
the line?) without aﬀecting the ‘certainty’ of the standard game’s tree.

4

Conclusions

The new variant proposed poses new, interesting challenges to gaming AI without
the computational burden of a larger search space. Concepts such as ‘intuition’
and ‘perception’ which are critical to high-level play (when it comes to humans)
are deﬁnitely worthy of investigation in the computational domain. Further work
in the area would beneﬁt from a creative, mathematical demonstration of the
increased strategic complexity of SSCC, as we have presently only ‘logically’
argued for it. This will not be trivial if it is to be suﬃciently convincing. It
may be analogous in diﬃculty to a ‘proof’ of the estimated maximum number
of forced three-move mate sequences possible in standard chess.
Further work should also include some new, cleverly-designed heuristics related to chain detection and switching; their eﬀectiveness demonstrated using
prototype SSCC game engines. Eventually, these technologies would do well if
they could be extended to other areas of research such as image processing and
intelligent real-world systems where decisions need to be made relatively quickly
with only limited information available.
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